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  . . Plot summary Krrish 3 revolves around a scientist, "Hanuman", who is assigned the task of trying to save one of his friends
by erasing his brain through a computer. It goes on to show his efforts to do so and his attempts to stop the scientist from doing

so. The scientists are beaten by the Pranavas (Indian Mujahideen) and the virus they spread causes more destruction. As a result,
the scientist is driven to enhance his abilities. Cast Hrithik Roshan as Dr. Krrish Raaj Kumar as Pranav Vinod Khanna as
Chanchal Simran Baggan as Nidhi Riddhima Sen as Nidhi's sister Kirti Kulhari as Sheetal Chanchal Anupam Shyam as

Hanuman Preeti Jhangiani as Krishna / Sister of Nidhi (as Preeti Jhangiani) Saurabh Raj Jain as Dr. Chanchal Ranvir Shorey as
Munish Karisma Kapoor as Dr. Akansha Kharaj Mukherjee as Judge Rajesh Vivek as Judge Sahil Meher as Judge Kanchan

Mullick as Judge Sonia Kapoor as Judge References External links Category:2010s Hindi-language films Category:2011 films
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Category:Indian films Category:Indian science fiction action films Category:2010s science fiction action films Category:2010s
science fiction adventure films Category:2010s science fiction romance films Category:Indian science fiction adventure films

Category:Indian science fiction romance films Category:Films featuring an item number Category:Films scored by Sanjoy
Chowdhury Category:Indian nonlinear narrative films Category:Films shot in Ooty Category:Films shot in Mumbai

Category:2010s chase films Category:2010s science fiction comedy films Category:2010s fantasy action films1. Field of the
Invention The present invention relates to a method for fabricating a light emitting diode (LED) and, more particularly, to a

method for fabricating an LED with a conductive substrate. 2. Description of the Related Art A light emitting diode (LED) is a
semiconductor element, wherein a P- 82157476af
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